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Abstract—Context: User stories are often used for elicitation and prioritisation of requirements. However, the lack of a widely adopted user story template, covering benefit and the usage (or not) of a persona, can affect user stories’ quality, leading to ambiguity, lack of completeness, or accidental complexity. Objectives: Our goal was to analyse the differences between 4 alternative user story templates when creating and understanding user stories. Methods: We conducted a quasi-experiment. We asked 41 participants to perform creation and understanding tasks with the user story templates. We measured their accuracy, using metrics of task success; their speed, with task duration; visual effort, collected with an eye-tracker; and participants’ perceived effort, evaluated with NASA-TLX. Results: Regarding the impact of the different templates in creating user stories, we observed statistically significant differences in some of the metrics for accuracy, speed and visual effort. For understanding user stories, we observed small differences in terms of visual effort. Conclusions: Although some templates outperformed others in a few metrics, no template obtained the best overall result. As such, we found no compelling evidence that one template is “better” than the others.

Index Terms—user story templates, eye-tracking, empirical evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

Requirements Engineering is the process of requirements elicitation, specification, validation and management. This process includes preparing and maintaining requirements documents [1]. In particular, requirements elicitation can be performed using various techniques, from graphical to textual models. These models help communication between the development team and other stakeholders. A survey conducted under the umbrella of International Software Engineering Research Network (ISERN), with respondents from industry from over 30 countries, identified user stories as one of the most often used requirements documentation techniques [2].

A user story is a short and simple description of a system feature, written in natural language, with value to the user or its owner [3]. There are templates to facilitate the understanding of user stories and avoid ambiguity. User story templates vary in their elements and presentation order, which may impact the quality of user stories and the creation and understanding tasks performed with those templates.

In this paper, our goal is to report the impact of four alternative user stories templates, when stakeholders are performing creation and understanding tasks. The first template is called Connextra [3] (we refer to it as CON) and it is written as “As a (type of user), I want (goal), so that (benefit)”.

A second template is similar to CON but puts the “benefit” element first [4]. We called it BEN. The last two templates are variants of CON and BEN, where the “type of user” is replaced by a persona, and we refer to them as PER and PERBEN, respectively.

A total of 41 participants performed creation and understanding tasks with the user stories templates. We measured their accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort to accomplish their tasks, by collecting metrics of success, time, biometric data with an eye-tracker, and perceived effort using the NASA-TLX questionnaire.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we present the user stories templates, and the eye-tracking and perceived effort. In Section III we discuss related work. In Section IV we report the experiment planning and in Section V we describe the experiment execution. In Section VI we present the results, which we discuss in Section VII. Finally, in Section VIII we draw conclusions and point directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. User stories templates

As the Agile paradigm [5] promotes communication between the development team and other stakeholders, user stories are used to define and prioritise requirements, and they are written in natural language. Although it is expressive, intuitive, and universal (assuming stakeholders speak the same language), natural language is also potentially vague and prone to omissions and ambiguity. User stories templates avoid ambiguity and facilitate understanding in user stories.

Different templates vary in the elements’ inclusion and ordering in the user story. In this paper, we will evaluate the following four user stories templates:

• CON: “As a <type of user>, I want <goal>, so that <benefit>.”

The most commonly used template is Connextra (CON) [3], [6]. E.g., “As a user, I want to access my account, so that I can manage my money.”.

• BEN: “In order to <benefit>, as a <type of user>, I want <goal>.”

Although similar to CON, BEN template puts the
<benefit> element first. One possible argument for this change in the order, is that the reader could focus more on the problem and on the importance of its resolution, and not on who needs the functionality [4]. E.g., “In order to manage my money, as a user, I want to access my account.”.

• PER: “As <persona>, I want <goal>, so that <benefit>.”

In this template, the <type of user> is replaced by a <persona>. A persona is a fictitious identity with objectives, attitudes and motivations. The characteristics of the persona help to understand the features that real users and customers might want from the software system [3], [7], [8]. E.g., “As Yasmin, I want to access my account, so that I can manage my money.”.

• PERBEN: “In order to <benefit>, as <persona>, I want <goal>.”

This template is a union of BEN and PER templates, in which a <persona> is used to represent the <type of user> that wants this functionality in the system or product, and where the <benefit> element is placed first. E.g., “In order to manage my money, as Yasmin, I want to access my account.”.

**B. Eye-tracking and perceived effort**

To gain a multi-perspective on how participants interact with user stories templates, we use a combination of techniques to collect: i) direct task performance metrics; and ii) indirect measures like the effort while performing the tasks, assessed with an eye-tracker, and the participants’ perception on their effort, measured with NASA-TLX.

**Eye-tracking.** It is a technology that measures the activity of the eyes. Eye-movements are essential to collect evidence regarding participants’ cognitive processes [9], [10]. Eye-trackers monitor a participant’s visual attention by collecting eye-movement data when (s)he looks at a stimulus while working on a specific task. A stimulus is an object, such as text, source code, or diagram, that is necessary to perform that task [11]. Beyond the analysis of visual attention and cognitive processes, eye-data can also be examined to measure the workload of a task (i.e., visual effort) [12]. Plus, the data can be studied for certain areas of the stimuli, which are called areas of interest (AOI). An AOI can either be relevant or irrelevant for a task that is being performed by a participant.

**Perceived effort.** Cognitive load is a multi-dimensional construct representing the load that a task imposes on a participant [13]. This also refers to the level of perceived effort for learning, thinking and reasoning as an indicator of pressure on working memory during task execution [14]. This measure of mental workload represents the interaction between task processing demands and human capabilities or resources. The NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [15] is a technique for subjective workload and cognitive load assessment. It uses 6 (six) dimensions to assess workload and cognitive load: mental, physical, and temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. The evaluation process consists of a bipolar scale of 20 steps for each of the dimensions, followed by a comparison between the dimensions. This comparison is made by showing, in turn, all possible pairs of dimensions to the participant. He chooses which, in his opinion, is the most relevant of each pair. In the end, the effort spent on the task is calculated based on the result calculated for each dimension, through the scale, and on the weight of each dimension, based on the frequency with which it was considered the most relevant of the pair. Through the results of these 6 dimensions, an overall score is also calculated.

**III. RELATED WORK**

User stories have been the subject of several research. Lucassen et al. [6] analysed if participants use guidelines or templates when creating user stories. They found that 59% of the participants use Connextra and 10% use one of its variants. Another study focused on the substitution of the user for a persona, in a business context, when writing user stories [16]. There were also studies on user stories’ granularity [17] and completeness [18], showing it’s the importance of each user story being complete, not ambiguous, and showing the stakeholders’ needs.

Dalpiaz et al. [19] compared two approaches used to identify ambiguity in user stories. They distributed 57 students into 28 groups to assess the precision and recall of manual inspection (using only pen and paper) versus REVV-Light, an open-source Web 2.0 tool that uses natural language processing and information visualisation to help requirements engineers to identify ambiguity in user stories. The results reveal that manual inspection gives a statistically significant higher recall.

Dalpiaz and Sturm [20] investigated the suitability of use cases and user stories for the manual derivation of a conceptual model, studying the completeness and correctness of such derivation. The experiment consisted of a two-factor, two-treatment controlled experiment with 118 participants. The results reveal that user stories perform better than use cases for deriving conceptual models, probably due to their conciseness and repetitions.

Liskin et al. [21] performed a study with 72 participants that analysed the duration of the implementation of user stories. The objective was to verify that smaller user stories are clearer and give rise to fewer problems than larger user stories. By dividing complex user stories into several smaller ones, some participants encountered problems with clarity and dependencies between user stories. The final results show that different tasks require different granularities, but two concise user stories obtain better results than long user stories equivalent to their composition.

Lin et al. [22] collected and analysed 142 user stories from a project at Beihang University. They found that most of them do not describe the needs of stakeholders and users, but are more focused on the objectives of the programmers. The authors propose a hierarchical model of objectives that facilitate the understanding of stakeholder requirements and avoid problems of ambiguity. This model was implemented within an educational context in order to allow a comparison
with the user stories resulting from the approach currently used in companies. The results showed a significant improvement both in the number of user stories and in their quality.

In terms of eye-tracker devices, they have been used in several studies, to observe how people understand graphic and textual models. In particular, Sharafi et al. [23] compared the efficiency of graphical and textual representations in requirements comprehension, and evaluated the differences in terms of visual effort, duration and precision. The results show that, despite being the preference of most participants, the graphic representation required more visual effort and more time than the textual one.

Regarding graphic models, some authors have investigated patterns in the understanding of UML class diagrams [24], as well as the impact of stereotypes and colours [25]. There were also studies analysing the use of patterns in class diagrams [26]–[28]. Some studies investigated the impact of bad layouts, semantics and different problem-solving styles in different tasks with i* and iStar 2.0 models [29]–[31].

There are some studies that investigated patterns in reading and understanding source code, focusing on beacons [32], dwelling time [33] and automated code summarization [34]. Katona compared the visual effort in reading semantically equivalent “clean” vs. “dirty” source code and found statistically significant evidence that “dirty” source code readers had a higher number of fixations, their mean duration was longer, and the mean fixation connections length (that is, saccade length) was higher [35]. All these comparisons suggested a higher visual effort when reading the so-called “dirty” code, and were in line with the self-reported assessment of participants, that found “clean” code significantly easier to read and understand, as well as more precise, than “dirty” code.

There are, however, significant differences in reading and understanding source code and natural language text [36], [37]. User stories templates, due to their structure, may lie somewhere in between source code and natural language text. All these works bring important insights on the use of user stories covering different aspects, or on the usage of eye-tracking devices to evaluated the visual effort of participants when performing different tasks (over graphics and text). However, none of them analyses the impact of the different templates for user stories, regarding their creation and understanding, considering accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort.

IV. EXPERIMENT PLANNING

A. Goals

We describe our research goals following the GQM research goals template [38]. Our first goal (G1) is to analyse the difference in user story templates, for the purpose of evaluation, with respect to their effects on the creation of user stories, from the viewpoint of researchers, in the context of an experiment conducted with students and practitioners. Our second goal (G2) can be obtained by replacing the term creation with understanding.

We can break down each goal into four sub-goals, concerning the effect(s) of the different user story templates, in terms of accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort. The refined goals can be obtained by replacing the terms creation (or understanding) with accuracy to create, speed to create, visual effort to create, perceived effort to create.

B. Participants

We recruited 41 participants through convenience and snowball sampling. From those, 10 participants performed tasks with CON, 10 with BEN, 10 with PER, and 11 with PERBEN. We leveraged personal contacts and participants were made aware of the study either by direct communication or by e-mail. Some of these participants actively recruited their contacts to participate, hence the snowball sampling. This allowed us to have a more diversified set of participants.

In total, 26 participants were familiar with user stories, and have used them in the context of a course or in a professional setting. The remaining 15 had no previous experience with them. Figure 1a presents a detailed characterisation, divided by user story template. Regarding occupation, 19 are students, 4 are working-students, 11 are practitioners, 5 are researchers, and 2 are unemployed. Figure 1b presents a detailed characterisation, divided by user story template.

C. Experimental materials

The experimental materials for this evaluation included i) a participant consent form; ii) a video tutorial about user stories; iii) two tasks to be performed; iv) a NASA-TLX questionnaire; and v) a demographic questionnaire. All the materials can be found in Zenodo [39].

The participant consent form, adapted from [40], explained that the participation was entirely voluntary, the participants could refuse to answer any question, and could leave the experiment at any time, and that all the collected data would remain anonymous.

A 2 minutes video tutorial introduced user stories to participants. The video described one of the four templates, matching the template the participant would interact with, in the subsequent tasks. The tutorial included visual and audio explanation on how user stories are used, how to create users stories, as well as some examples of user stories with the template used on the tasks. Participants had no control over the video, not being able to pause it or resume it, since having different viewing times and going through specific parts of the tutorial more than once could impact the results.

The creation and modification tasks were performed in a custom web-based tool developed by the authors. The NASA-TLX questionnaire collected the participants’ perceived effort.

The demographic questionnaire collected demographic information on the participants. Additionally, we also needed to know if the participant wore glasses or contact lenses, since it could impact the usage of the eye-tracker, and the extent to which the participant had previous experience with user stories.
D. Tasks

There are 4 user story templates and, for each, 1 creation and 1 understanding task. For the creation tasks, the domain was a *booking system for a hotel*. For the understanding task, the domain was a *website for content sharing*. We opted for relatively known domains to reduce the effect of the results being related to difficulties in understanding the domain itself, and not due to the user stories templates under study. However, we are aware that tacit knowledge may play an important role in the performance of the participants. Each participant performed one creation task and one understanding task, with the same template.

In the *understanding* task, participants using CON and BEN had to choose the user stories that best matched the given scenario. There were 7 options, and 4 of those where considered the correct answer. For PER and PERBEN, participants had access to two personas descriptions and 7 user stories. They then had to choose which user stories best suited the needs of each persona.

For each *creation* task, in the ones using CON and BEN, participants had to write user stories based on a given scenario. For PER and PERBEN, the task was similar, but we presented the same scenario and a persona.

The distribution of participants to tasks and templates was random, and the number of participants for each template was balanced.

E. Hypotheses and variables

For each one of the high-level goals presented in Subsection IV-A, we define a null hypothesis (H₀) and the alternative hypothesis (H₁). For G₁, concerning the *creation* task, we have the following hypotheses:

- **H₀Create**: Different user story templates do not impact the creation of user stories.
- **H₁Create**: Different user story templates impact the creation of user stories.

These hypotheses are further refined to cope with accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort of creation. For example, for accuracy:

- **H₀CreateAcc**: Different user story templates do not impact the accuracy to create user stories.
- **H₁CreateAcc**: Different user story templates impact the accuracy to create user stories.

We follow the same approach to define hypotheses for G₂, concerning the *understanding* task, respectively. These hypotheses are also further refined to cope with accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort of understanding.

The independent variable is the user story template. There are four options for the treatments, which may be CON, BEN, PER OR PERBEN. In Table I, we present an overview of this variable. The first column presents its name, and the second column has the scale type. The last column has the options for the values, that is, the treatments, which may be CON, BEN, PER or PERBEN. The dependent variables are accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort. For each of these variables, there is a set of metrics. From Table II to V, we present an overview of these metrics. The first column shows the name of the variable. The second column presents the range, and the last column has the counting rule or formula for the metric calculation.

### Table I: Overview of the independent variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User story template</td>
<td>nominal</td>
<td>{CON; BEN; PER; PERBEN}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessing accuracy. In Table II we present the metrics for the dependent variable accuracy. It is evaluated using precision, recall and f-measure. Higher values of these metrics support the claim of a better accuracy when using the corresponding template for creating or understanding user stories.

Assessing speed. In Table III we present the metric for the dependent variable speed. The unit for this metrics is the second. Lower values of duration correspond to better speed,
indicating that the corresponding template help in improving the speed with which the user stories are created or understood.

TABLE III: Overview of the metric for the dependent variable speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Counting rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>0 ≤ x ≤ completion time – start time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessing visual effort. In Table IV we present the metrics for the dependent variable visual effort, collected with the eye-tracker. A fixation is a stabilisation of the eye on a part of the stimulus for a period of time between 200 and 300 ms. A higher number and duration of fixations is associated with a higher visual attention in a given set of AOI. Those areas of interest can be relevant or irrelevant, depending if the area contains a correct answer for the task [10], [41]. Regarding the average duration of fixation, a higher value indicates more time and attention devoted to AOI [10], [42], which is correlated with cognitive processes [11]. A saccade is a sudden and quick eye-movement lasting between 40 to 50 ms. A higher number of saccades can be associated with a higher visual effort, meaning the participant may be somewhat “lost”, making a more erratic navigation [10], [12].

Assessing perceived effort. In Table V we present the metrics for the dependent variable perceived effort, assessed through the NASA-TLX questionnaire. It has 6 metrics to assess workload and cognitive load: mental, physical, and temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. Higher values, in all the metrics, correspond to a greater perceived effort by the participant. Each metric is weighted, in terms of its importance for the overall effort. The denominator 15 corresponds to the 15 paired comparisons of all the 6 dimensions to access the perceived workload [43].

F. Experimental design

We follow an experimental design, since the allocation of participants to the user story template was random. If a participant performed the tasks with a given template, the next one would be allocated to a different template, so that the number of participants using each template would be balanced.

We have a between-subjects design. Every participant is subjected to a single treatment, i.e., only performs the tasks with one of the user story templates. We opted for the between-subjects design for 3 main reasons: i) time; ii) fatigue; and iii) the learning effect. In particular, in studies with practitioners, time is a decisive factor. An experiment with multiple tasks with various templates may increase the mortality of the participants, or discourage them from participating, in the first place. Moreover, in a long experiment, the participants may become tired. This could decrease their performance on the last templates. Alternatively, the learning effect may cause them to improve their performance over the course of the studies. Finally, a crossover design, where every participant is subjected to more than one treatment, is complex [45] and it is discouraged based on the risk of performing an incorrect analysis [46].

V. Execution

A. Preparation

The experiment was performed with a laptop connected to an external 22 inch, wide screen, full HD monitor; a The Eye Tribe eye-tracker [47]; and an external mouse and keyboard. We prepared the session on the laptop, and the participant had access to the monitor, mouse and keyboard. Participants sat on a chair without wheels, to avoid movement that could jeopardise the eye-tracker data.

We prepared each session with identical conditions for all participants. The room was only being used for the experiment and there was no interruption while the participant was performing the tasks. Only one session was held at a time. All sessions were scheduled according to participant’s availability.

B. Procedure

When a participant arrived, we started by explaining that we were evaluating a textual language, not the participant himself. We informed that (s)he would watch a tutorial video, and perform two tasks. After each task, (s)he would fill a NASA-TLX questionnaire. We further informed the participant that (s)he would answer a demographic questionnaire. We explained that all collected data were anonymous and (s)he would control the entire session. We also explained (s)he could quit at any moment, and there was no time limit for performing the task. Finally, we asked if the participant had any questions, and informed we could not answer questions during the experiment.

We then helped the participant seat comfortably and adjusted the eye-tracker to the participant’s eye level. The eye-tracker was placed below the screen, without blocking it. Then, we calibrated the eye-tracker using its software and only accepted good or excellent calibrations (top levels of a 5 points ordinal scale).

We started the video and audio recording and let the participant begin the session. The participant had control over the entire session. After watching video tutorial, (s)he would click on a continue button and the first task would appear. When the participant felt the task was completed, (s)he clicked on another continue button and the NASA-TLX would appear. The procedure was the same for the second task, the second NASA-TLX, and the demographic questionnaire. In the end, we thanked the participant for being part of the evaluation and answered any questions (s)he might have.
A. Data set preparation

For the creation task, the answers were written in a text box, and saved in a CSV file. We had a gold-standard user story set, created and validated by experienced user story researchers. These user stories were iterated and changed based on the data analysis, in the case a participant adding a particular user story that was useful and not covered by the initial goal-standard. In the end, all the user stories created by the participants were evaluated based on this gold-standard. In this context, we can regard the user stories in the gold-standard as a closed set, with a complete list of correct user stories. When assessing each user stories set, we counted which of the final goal-standard list were suitably described by the participants. All user stories provided by participants that were not found the final gold-standard were counted as false positives. These data allow us to analyse the participants' accuracy.

In the understanding tasks, the participant answered out loud and the answers were recorded. For processing the data of the understanding tasks, we created a table with all options and, when listening to the audio, each answer was manually marked as correct or incorrect. The understanding tasks had multiple choice questions, so the participant did not give answers that were not on the list provided. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ accuracy.

We collected the times when the participant started and ended the tasks. Since the participant had control over the session, as explained in Subsection V-B, and the entire session was recorded in order to not disturb the participants, we needed to have the times when a participant clicked on the continue button and the task was presented, and the moment when a participant clicked on the next continue button to finish the task and go the NASA-TLX questionnaire. We also collected the timestamps for the clicks, but they were double-checked with the times in the video. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ speed.

For the eye-data, the areas of the stimulus and its elements were mapped into pixel coordinates, and saved in a CSV file. This enabled tagging the eye-tracking data with the elements being gazes at any given moment. The fixations and corresponding durations were saved in another CSV, to compute the normalised fixation durations. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ visual effort.

The demographic questionnaire and the NASA-TLX questionnaire answers were saved into CSV files. Those files had the structure needed to perform the analysis on the participant’s demographic data and perceived effort.

C. Deviations from the plan

We detected non preventable flaws in the equipment, which led to the exclusion of some data from the evaluation. While performing an understanding task with PER, the audio recording was interrupted once, resulting in the exclusion of 1 participant speed data and answer to the task. During another task, also with PER, the video recording was interrupted once, resulting in the exclusion of speed and visual effort data for that participant. While performing understanding tasks with PERBEN template, the audio recording stopped working twice, resulting in the exclusion of the speed data of 2 participants. Altogether, in tasks with PERBEN, the eye-tracker stopped working 3 times, resulting in the exclusion of eye-tracking data from 3 participants in the understanding tasks, and 3 participants in the creation tasks. While performing tasks with BEN template, there was one session where the eye-tracker did not record the screen coordinates. Thus, the visual data of this participant were also excluded.

VI. Analysis

A. Data set preparation

For the creation task, the answers were written in a text box, and saved in a CSV file. We had a gold-standard user story set, created and validated by experienced user story researchers. These user stories were iterated and changed based on the data analysis, in the case a participant adding a particular user story that was useful and not covered by the initial goal-standard. In the end, all the user stories created by the participants were evaluated based on this gold-standard. In this context, we can regard the user stories in the gold-standard as a closed set, with a complete list of correct user stories. When assessing each user stories set, we counted which of the final goal-standard list were suitably described by the participants. All user stories provided by participants that were not found the final gold-standard were counted as false positives. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ accuracy.

In the understanding tasks, the participant answered out loud and the answers were recorded. For processing the data of the understanding tasks, we created a table with all options and, when listening to the audio, each answer was manually marked as correct or incorrect. The understanding tasks had multiple choice questions, so the participant did not give answers that were not on the list provided. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ accuracy.

We collected the times when the participant started and ended the tasks. Since the participant had control over the session, as explained in Subsection V-B, and the entire session was recorded in order to not disturb the participants, we needed to have the times when a participant clicked on the continue button and the task was presented, and the moment when a participant clicked on the next continue button to finish the task and go the NASA-TLX questionnaire. We also collected the timestamps for the clicks, but they were double-checked with the times in the video. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ speed.

For the eye-data, the areas of the stimulus and its elements were mapped into pixel coordinates, and saved in a CSV file. This enabled tagging the eye-tracking data with the elements being gazes at any given moment. The fixations and corresponding durations were saved in another CSV, to compute the normalised fixation durations. These data allow us to analyse the participants’ visual effort.

The demographic questionnaire and the NASA-TLX questionnaire answers were saved into CSV files. Those files had the structure needed to perform the analysis on the participant’s demographic data and perceived effort.
B. Analysis procedure

We started by collecting descriptive statistics on our variables, to get an overview of their distribution. We collected the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. We also used box plots and Q-Q plots (omitted here for the sake of brevity), to help with the visual analysis of the distributions, in combination with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test.

We then applied the Levene's test for homogeneity of variance to assess if each group of the independent variable had the same variance. If the Levene statistic is significant at the $p < 0.05$ level, we reject the null hypothesis that the groups have equal variances.

For testing our hypotheses, we used the Welch's $t$-test. A discussion on the benefits of using Welch $t$-test [48] for comparing distributions to detect statistically significant differences in a robust way (as opposed to one-way ANOVA, or a non-parametric alternative, such as Kruskal-Wallis H Test) is in [49], [50]. We are using $p < 0.05$ for the level of significance and thus rejecting the null hypothesis.

With more than two groups, Welch's $t$-test does not inform us which groups are different from the others, only that a difference exists. After finding a significant difference, we need to apply a post-hoc test on the factor to examine the differences between the user story templates. We used the Games-Howell post-hoc procedure, which is robust for unequal variances in the groups. We use $p < 0.05$ for the level of significance and rejecting the null hypothesis.

C. Descriptive statistics

In Table VI we present the descriptive statistics for the metrics collected. For the sake of brevity, we only present the results for the creation task, and for the dependent variables accuracy, speed and visual effort. The metrics are collected for each of the 4 user stories templates (BEN, CON, PER, or PERBEN). The descriptive statistics include Mean, Standard Deviation, Skewness, and Kurtosis. We also include the $p$-value for the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. The shape of the distributions suggests that, in some of the cases, normality is not a reasonable assumption ($p < 0.05$). These distributions are highlighted in bold.

D. Hypotheses testing

For the sake of brevity, we only presented the results for the hypotheses testing that are statistically significant.

**RQ1: Do different user story templates have an impact on the creation of user stories?**

In Table VII we present Levene’s and Welch’s test results for the creation task, for metrics with a statistically significant difference in the Welch $t$-test.

In Table VIII we summarise the Games-Howell post-hoc test results, as well as present the mean and standard deviation for the different templates, for all the metrics that had a statistically significant difference.

**Assessing accuracy.** There was a statistically significant difference among the templates in terms of accuracy, for recall and $f$-measure. However, the Games-Howell post-hoc test could not identify those differences. Since participants’ sample size was small, the differences were too small to be detected.

**Assessing speed.** There was a statistically significant difference among the templates, regarding speed. The task duration when using PER was lower ($M = 249.804, SD = 109.024$) than when using BEN ($M = 537.305, SD = 215.881$).

**Assessing visual effort.** There was a statistically significant difference among the templates, regarding visual effort. The fixation rate on relevant elements was higher for participants using BEN ($M = 976.111, SD = 588.593$) than for those using PER ($M = 252.200, SD = 224.680$). In Figure 2 we present the boxplots for this metric.

**Assessing perceived effort.** There was no statistically significant difference among templates, regarding perceived effort. We found no evidence that different templates influence the perceived effort when creating user stories.

**RQ2: Do different user story templates have an impact on the understanding of user stories?**

In Table IX we present Levene’s and Welch’s test results...
TABLE VIII: Games-Howell post-hoc test for the creation task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Template (I) Name</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Template (J) Name</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>537.305</td>
<td>215.881</td>
<td>PER</td>
<td>249.804</td>
<td>109.024</td>
<td>287.501</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FixRate</td>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>976.111</td>
<td>588.593</td>
<td>PER</td>
<td>252.200</td>
<td>224.680</td>
<td>723.911</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Boxplots for the fixation rate on relevant elements.

for the understanding task, for metrics with a statistically significant difference in the Welch t-test.

TABLE IX: Levene’s and Welch’s test for the understanding task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Levene Sig.</th>
<th>Welch Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FixRate</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FixIrrel</td>
<td>.246</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvgFixIrrel</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table X we summarise the Games-Howell post-hoc test results, as well as present the mean and standard deviation for the different templates, for all the metrics that had a statistically significant difference.

Assessing accuracy. There was no statistically significant difference among templates, regarding accuracy. We found no evidence that different templates influence the accuracy when understanding user stories.

Assessing speed. There was no statistically significant difference among templates, regarding speed. We found no evidence that different templates influence the speed when understanding user stories.

Assessing visual effort. There was a statistically significant difference among the templates, in terms of visual effort. The fixation rate on relevant elements was higher for participants using CON ($M = 235.200$, $S.D. = 161.965$) than for those using PER ($M = 22.666$, $S.D. = 27.866$) and for those using PERBEN ($M = 16.125$, $S.D. = 17.431$). The fixation rate on irrelevant elements was higher for participants using PER ($M = 1005.555$, $S.D. = 525.215$) than for those using CON ($M = 279.300$, $S.D. = 283.641$) and for those using BEN ($M = 344.000$, $S.D. = 343.753$). Finally, the average duration of irrelevant fixations was higher for participants using PER ($M = 532.145$, $S.D. = 95.467$) than for those using CON ($M = 378.926$, $S.D. = 133.624$). In

Figures 3 and 4 we present the boxplots for the fixation rates on relevant and irrelevant elements, respectively, collected on understanding tasks.

Fig. 3: Boxplots for the fixation rate on relevant elements.

Fig. 4: Boxplots for the fixation rate on irrelevant elements.

When analysing the heatmaps generated during the understanding tasks, we observed a tendency for a higher effort in the first user stories (particularly the first and second), when compared to the last ones (i.e., user stories six and seven), regardless of the used template. The user stories were randomly sorted, so this is also independent of the specific user stories order. In Figure 5 we illustrate this observation for the CON template, being analysed by two different participants.

Assessing perceived effort. There was no statistically significant difference among templates, regarding perceived effort. We found no evidence that different templates influence the perceived effort when understanding user stories.
TABLE X: Games-Howell post-hoc test for the understanding task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Template (I) Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Template (J) Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FixRel</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>235.200</td>
<td>161.965</td>
<td>PER</td>
<td>22.666</td>
<td>27.866</td>
<td>212.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERBEN</td>
<td>16.125</td>
<td>17.431</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>279.500</td>
<td>283.641</td>
<td>726.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FixIrrel</td>
<td>PER</td>
<td>1005.555</td>
<td>525.215</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>279.500</td>
<td>283.641</td>
<td>726.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>344.000</td>
<td>343.753</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>378.926</td>
<td>133.624</td>
<td>153.219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RQ1: Do different user story templates have an impact on the creation of user stories?

The Welch $t$-test shows significant differences in terms of accuracy, but it was not possible to identify these differences through the Games-Howell post-hoc test. The differences are small and the test fails to detect them.

There were significant differences in terms of speed. Participants using BEN, a template without persona, were slower to complete the task than the ones using PER, a template with persona. There were also significant differences in terms of visual effort. Participants using BEN had a higher fixation rate on relevant elements, than the ones using PER. With BEN, participants were looking at the right elements more often, but were taking longer to recognise them as relevant. We argue that not having a persona might have hindered a faster identification of relevant elements by our participants.

There were no significant differences in terms of perceived effort, as reported by our participants through the NASA-TLX questionnaire. This suggests that all templates require a similar perceived mental workload and cognitive effort to create user stories.

We also observed that tacit knowledge influenced participants’ answers. The user stories created by some of our participants covered features that were not included in the scenario. Due to their experience with this type of systems, participants tended to use their knowledge instead of analysing the presented information. Furthermore, some participants, already familiar with user stories, chose to perform the creation task with CON, instead of using the template presented in the video tutorial. Since this template is typically taught in an academic context, it is possible that participants’ previous experience contributed to its use, even when CON was not the intended template.

RQ2: Do different user story templates have an impact on the understanding of user stories?

The Welch $t$-test shows significant differences in terms of visual effort. Participants using templates without personas, CON and BEN, had a higher fixation rate on relevant elements, and a lower fixation rate on irrelevant elements, respectively. Our interpretation is that, without personas, participants were able to find the relevant elements more easily. We argue that the higher amount of information presented when having personas may have caused a more comprehensive analysis, and thus a greater visual effort observable through the higher fixations on irrelevant elements, when using PER.

There were no significant differences in terms of perceived effort, as reported by our participants through the NASA-TLX questionnaire. This suggests that all templates require a similar perceived mental workload and cognitive effort to understand user stories.

Regardless of the template, and the order of the user stories, which were randomly presented to participants, we observed that participants dedicated more effort to understand the first couple of user stories than the last ones. This suggests that they became increasingly confident in their ability to understand user stories, as the repetitive nature of the template usage fosters familiarity.

B. Threats to validity

For the threats to validity, we are following Wohlin et al.’s guidelines [45].

Internal validity. We used a combination of convenience and snowball sampling. This can cause a selection threat, since the participants tend to be more motivated to be part of the experiments, considering that their participation is entirely voluntary. However, we found no evidence of this in the results. Moreover, we have made available an independent
replication package [39] to colleagues from other organisations and countries.

**Conclusion validity.** The number of participants is not as high as intended. In order to guarantee an adequate power level, we needed a sample with a minimum of 26 participants per template, 104 in total [51]. However, due to schedule and availability restrictions, both for companies and those contacted, it was not possible to reach this number of participants. One of the consequences was noticeable in the analysis of the results, where the post-hoc test could not detect differences among groups, due to the small size of the sample. We plan to launch a replication of this experiment with a higher number of participants and we encourage replications of the quasi-experiment with a larger group.

**External validity.** Some of our participants had little to no prior knowledge in user stories. However, we found no difference between experienced and non-experienced participants. The number of user stories presented to participants was relatively small. This may not be representative of the number of user stories that a stakeholder needs to analyse in a real-world situation. However, we could not have a long list of user stories, since we were limited by the technical specifications of the eye-tracker device, such as constraints in the external monitor dimensions and in the participant distance to the eye-tracker. The font used had to be big enough for easy visualisation by all participants. In future replications, it is important to vary the number of the presented user stories, to assess whether there is a significant difference on the success and effort of the task. Finally, all tasks were in English. However, our participants have Portuguese as their mother tongue. We decided to create all the materials in English so they could be used in independent replications by international researchers. However, limited English proficiency could have impacted the results. Nevertheless, all the participants were at ease with the English language and we found no impact of this decision in the results obtained.

**Construct validity.** We showed a video tutorial about the user stories template used in the task. As such, participants might have felt they were being evaluated. This might have caused an evaluation apprehension threat, where participants try to look better and thus confound the results. To mitigate this threat, we have not informed them about what exactly was being tested. The video allowed all participants to have the same information, avoiding having participants with different levels of knowledge, which could impact on the results. Furthermore, for the creation task, there is a risk that the final gold-standard user stories (explained in Subsection VI-A) is not complete and there may be further valid user stories that were not considered. We mitigate this threat by having experienced user stories researchers creating and validating the gold-standard, as well as changing the user stories set based on the data analysis.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We performed a quasi-experiment to analyse the impact of 4 user story templates (CON, BEN, PER and PERBEN) when creating and understanding user stories. These templates vary in the order of their elements, and in the usage, or not, of a persona. We measured accuracy, speed, visual effort and perceived effort of 41 participants. We used metrics of tasks success; time; visual effort, collected with an eye-tracker; and participant’s feedback through NASA-TLX questionnaire. Each participant performed the tasks with only one of the templates.

For the creation task, there were statistically significant differences for some of the collected metrics, namely recall and f-measure (accuracy), duration (speed) and fixation rate on relevant elements (visual effort). For the understanding task, there were statistically significant differences in three of the collected visual effort metrics: fixation rate on relevant elements, fixation rate on irrelevant elements and average duration of irrelevant fixations. However, in practice, these differences seem to have a negligible effect on the perceived effort, as reported by our participants through the NASA-TLX questionnaire.

In addition, the results showed that, although some templates outperformed others in a few metrics, no template obtained the best overall result. As such, there was not a real difference among the templates, and we found no compelling evidence that one template is “better” than the others. In practice, this means that, at least for problem descriptions of this size and for this number of user stories, it does not make a difference which user story template (CON, BEN, PER, PERBEN) is being used.

However, while using personas, we observed a greater visual effort. This might stem from the added information that those templates carry, when compared to the ones without personas. On the other hand, this was not perceived by the participants in terms of their subjective effort. Further studies may shed some light in terms of the actual benefits and shortcomings of adopting personas in these templates.

We plan to replicate the experiment in other contexts, and with more complex scenarios. This would allow us to understand whether the lack of significant differences is attributable to the size of the tasks we present to the participants. We also plan to perform other studies focusing on different tasks performed with these user story templates, such as modification and reviewing.
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